Hydration of clupeine in solution.
Spin-lattice relaxation times, T1, of H2(17) O at 25 degrees were measured for aqueous solutions of clupeine and its constituent amino acids, which are serine, threonine, proline and arginine. The dynamic hydration numbers, nDHN, of clupeine and amino acids were determined from a concentration dependence of T1. The coordination numbers nh, and the rotational correlation times, tau ch, of water molecules around clupeine and amino acids were estimated and compared with that of pure water. The tau ch/tau co of clupeine was 1.85 and close to that of arginine. The experimental value of nDHN of clupeine was in good agreement with that calculated from the nDHN values of the constituent amino acids. This means that the clupeine molecule has a random conformation in solution.